
Point level sensors  •  inventory measurement  •  Flow Detection  •  Dust Detection  •   aeration & vibration

     You’re responsible for monitoring the 
inventory in multiple bins and your best 
case scenario is viewing the inventory for  
all your bins at one time, 
preferably from the com-
fort of your office. Open 
one window, see all your 
bins. That’s 3D MultiVision!
     BinMaster’s 3D MultiVi-
sion is a Windows-based 
software used with the 
3DLevelScanner – the dust-
penetrating, non-contact 
sensor for solids and the 
only device that provides 
multiple point measure-
ment and 3D mapping of 
bin contents. 3D Multi-
Vision was developed for 
users of the 3DLevelScan-
ner who have multiple bins and 
want to view them all at once, so they can 
save time and easily zero in those bins 
needing attention. 
     The software eliminates the need to 

open a new window for each sensor. It lines 
up all of the bins side-by-side on the screen, 
so it’s easy to see which bins are getting 
empty or might overfill. To make it easy to 
track different materials, each bin can be 
color-coded, so that all bins containing 
the same material are the same color. The 
software can be programmed to highlight 
those bins that need attention, simply by 
setting a level that triggers an alert.
    By clicking on an individual bin, 
Multi-Vision launches into the detailed 

data for that bin. If 
it’s an MV or MVL 
model which offers 
visualization, this 
also displays the 3D 
image along with 
all of the other criti-
cal measurements 

such as high, low and average levels in 
the bin. MultiVision software is compatible 
with all versions of the 3DLevelScanner – S, 
M, MV, and MVL – enabling users to view 
all of their bins on a single screen. 
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View multiple bins at a glance. Zoom in on a single bin.
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     MultiVision software is loaded on the PC of each authorized user. 
The data is accessed by individuals via a Local Area Network from 
a PC that stores the data for all of the bins. People from different 
departments can view the data for the bins simultaneously . . . no 
waiting! 3D MultiVision lets each person configure their screen with 
a custom view of the bins they need to monitor, with just the data 
they want to appear on the screen.

3D multivision helps 
make work easier 
•  Plant personnel need a quick 
overview of critical bins.
•  Logistics wants to optimize 
truck or railcar deliveries.
•  Maintenance views the 3D im-
age to detect sidewall buildup. 
•  Purchasing projects when to 
place the next order. 
•  Accounting needs an accurate 
month-end inventory.

      3D MultiVision allows each user to configure and digest the data 
differently and on their schedule by offering 24/7 real-time data 
availability. Bin data can be set to display parameters such 
as headroom, mass, volume, pounds or bushels. Bins  
can be sorted by the material they contain to ensure 
adequate production inventory is on hand. Some  
users may only be concerned with bins that currently 
have high or low level alerts.

     Users can set up MultiVision so that it exports and sends custom-
ized reports at scheduled time intervals – at the beginning or end 
of a shift, each day, or month end. For analytical purposes, users 
can search a range of log files by date and time and export just the  
information they need. Historical data can help operations improve 
productivity, maximize purchasing and logistics, and reduce 
inventory and operating costs.

Multi-point Accuracy
Multiple Locations Multiple Configurations

Consolidated Data Multiple Users

With 3D MultiVision,
all your bins are
one click away.

 Benefits of MultiVision Software
•  View the status of multiple bins in a single window

•  One click access to detailed information for each bin

•  Each user can customize screen views for the data they need

•  Single server ensures all users are viewing the same bin data

•  Real-time bin data is available across the organization

•  Better data for purchasing, logistics, and operational
   decision making

•  Enhanced inventory accuracy for improved financial  
   management
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   When managing inventory, you’re concerned 
with control, convenience and cost. BinMas-
ter’s SmartBob inventory management sys-
tem offers you three easy-to-use, real-time so-
lutions to access your bin level data. All three 
options are compatible with either the rug-
ged SmartBob2 sensor (for bins up to 180’) or 
the compact, economical SmartBob-TS1 sen-
sor (for bins up to 60’). SmartBob is a proven 
solution that eliminates climbing bins to take 
measurements, enhancing safety and making 
less work of managing more inventory.

c-100 control console
     This compact, push-button control console 
mounts at the base of the bins, and can dis-
play data for up to 128 bins. There’s no walking 
from bin to bin to get measurements; simply 
push a button and scroll through the data for 
all your bins. You can also prompt a current 
measurement for one or all bins at the push of 
a button. The console displays the bin number, 
percent full, height of material (or headroom) 
and weight. The console stores all of the bin 
parameters, the last measurement taken, and 
user settings in the console’s memory, even 
in the event of a power loss. The C-100 is the 
most simple and economical way to monitor 
a network of bins and is often used in combi-
nation with eBob or BinView.

eBob
   With eBob, monitoring bins is as 
easy as sitting at a computer in the 
comfort of your office. The Win-
dows XP Pro, Vista and Windows 7 
compatible program offers color-
ful “at a glance” graphical monitor-
ing for one to 100 bins on a local 
area network (LAN). The software 
displays up to 16 bins at a time 

and shows the bin name or number, content, 
headroom, product volume and weight, per-
centage full and the date and time of the last 
measurement. A “measure” button activates a 
new measurement, if a current level is needed. 
Programmable alarms for high and low levels 
make it easy to know when to stop filling or re-
plenish a bin. Automated emails can be sent for 
alarm notifications or detailed bin inventories 
can be sent at scheduled times each day.

Binview
    This Web-based bin monitoring solution  
allows bin data for one or hundreds of bins
to be accessed anytime, anywhere, by any 
authorized user that has an Internet connec-
tion. BinView allows bin levels to be moni-
tored while away from the office, by users 
in multiple locations or at the corporate of-
fice, and by authorized vendors using ven-
dor managed inventory (VMI). BinView uses 
cloud-computing and is independent of the 
company network, so there is no software to 
install. The SmartBob sensors are set to take 
measurements at predetermined time in-
tervals or a measurement may be requested 
while logged in, if more current data is need-
ed. A popular BinView feature sends auto-
mated level alerts to a cell phone or via email 
any time a bin level reaches a predetermined 
high or low level.

3 Ways to Win with smartBob

Congratulations 
Bulk Process Equipment, 

BinMaster Distributor
of the Year!

Binmaster Webinars
Bin Volume in 3D!
     Two new Webinars on the 3DLevelScanner take the mystery out of this ad-
vanced technology. Learn in practical terms about how and why this dust-pene-
trating, non-contact sensor works and how multiple-point measurement provides 
unsurpassed bin volume accuracy. See how 3D mapping detects cone up or down 
and detects sidewall buildup. Catch the newest MultiVision software for viewing all 
bins at once, with automated alerts for low and high levels.

Webinar attendees will be sent free 3D glasses!

3D Bin Level Sensors for Increased Accuracy 
Hosted by Powder & Bulk Engineering
Tuesday, August 16, 11:00 a.m. Central/12:00 noon Eastern time
For everyone measuring powders and solids who desires volume accuracy.
Register here: http://event.netbriefings.com/event/pabe/
Live/Bin811/register.html

Improve Grain Inventory Accuracy  
with 3D Bin Level Sensors
Hosted by Grainnet – Grain Journal, Milling Journal & Ethanol Journal
Tuesday, September 20, 10:00 a.m. Central/11:00 a.m. Eastern time
Improving inventory management for the grain, milling and ethanol industries.
Register here: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/694962617
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STOP
CLIMBING

BINS!

•  Measures and maps uneven surfaces
    •  Non-contact
      •  Dust penetrating
       •  Multiple-point measurement
       •  MVL multi-scanner system for big bins

Hundreds Installed
Nationwide!

3D Sales & Technical
Specialists

3DLeveLSCaNNer
Unsurpassed accuracy

Rotaries

SmartBob2

Diaphragm Switches

Vibrating Rods

Bin Volume in 3D!
Two New Exciting Webinars

3D Bin Level Sensors 
for Increased Accuracy
Hosted by Powder & Bulk Engineering
Tuesday, August 16 
11:00 a.m. Central/12:00 noon Eastern time
For everyone measuring powders and 
solids who desires volume accuracy.  
Register here: http://event.netbriefings.com/event/
pabe/Live/Bin811/register.html

Improve Grain Inventory Accuracy 
with 3D Bin Level Sensors
Hosted by Grainnet – Grain Journal, 
Milling Journal & Ethanol Journal
Tuedsay, September 20 
10:00 a.m. Central/11:00 a.m. Eastern time
Improving inventory management for 
the grain, milling and ethanol industries.
Register here: 
https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/694962617

 


